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FAST-PACED SPACE STRATEGY GAME, SPACE TYRANT LAUNCHES ON PC, MAC, AND LINUX
Terrorize the Galaxy for Fun and Profit!
SEATTLE, WA – July 19th, 2017. Independent video game developer Blue Wizard Digital have announced
that chicken-nugget-sized space strategy game, Space Tyrant, is now available in Early Access on PC, Mac,
and yes, even filthy Linux. Conquer the universe on your lunch break in a galactic roguelike-lite 5X from the
guys who made Bejeweled, Peggle, and Plants vs Zombies!
Space Tyrant offers hours upon hours of swift gameplay within its tactical combat and strategic scheming,
meaning quick deaths and lightning-fast victories --- no time for cultural victories or diplomacy.
"Space Tyrant has all the family-friendly fun of the games I worked on at PopCap, like Peggle and Plants vs
Zombies," said studio boss Jason Kapalka, "but with more alien space armadas and explosive airlock murder."
"It's like a metaphor for modern society or something," adds executive producer Isaac Aubrey, "only with evil
bunnies in power armor."
A 10% launch discount is available to gamers who buy the game in it’s Early Access launch
week. Thereafter, the standard edition of Space Tyrant will be available for $19.99/€19.99/£14.99. The game
is currently available on Steam and coming soon to other digital retailers.
In Space Tyrant, you'll find a zero-attention span mega-empire builder where you can enjoy titanic space
battles and huge galaxy-wide conquests but not run over your employer-mandated allotment of lunch-eating
minutes.
See the Early Access trailer here: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-p90_CqXk_M
To find out more, visit: http://spacetyrantgame.bluewizard.com/
Facebook/spacetyrantgame
Twitter:@space_tyrant
About Space Tyrant
Space Tyrant is a fast-paced roguelike-lite 5X game set in a grimly grimdark future of eternal war. Build a
terrifying space fleet, make enemies and disintegrate peaceful extraterrestrials in your relentlessly unpleasant
march to total domination!
About Blue Wizard Digital
Founded by Jason Kapalka, who formerly founded some outfit called PopCap, which made puny weakling nonspace-conquering games like Bejeweled and Peggle and Plants vs Zombies, before it was acquired by the
necrotic empire of Electronic Arts. Blue Wizard recently released the darkly comic sliding block puzzle/ 80's
slasher movie tribute Slayaway Camp to Steam and iOS. The Space Tyrant team consists of a crew of gorethirsting void pirates and psychic mutants barely contained inside a fetid barracks atop a Capitol Hill coffeeshop
in Seattle. Sanctions are already in place.
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